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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
March 6, 2022 
 
K.J. CHOI  ( -11) 
 
 
Q.  I'd like to hear, you're two shots off the lead coming into the day and things 
seemed to change very quickly out there. Retief got an eagle. When did you know the 
pressure was kind of on? You've had very good back nines throughout the 
tournament. 
 
K.J. CHOI:  Yeah, what happened the front side is Goose, he's always a great player, so the 
back nine is always (inaudible) the front side. So my game is always important in the iron 
shot play. This week is a very difficult wind control and green control. Someone say, okay, 
go to ocean side sometimes (inaudible). Very confusing inside of five feet. So first time in the 
whole (inaudible) Newport Beach Country Club is fantastic everything, food setup and good 
job and good fans here. So last two years no fans, pandemic. I'm so happy supporting the 
players, everybody, volunteers, staff, wonderful job. Very enjoyed this week. 
 
Q.  And maybe one of the shots of the tournament, navigating the tree on 16. If you 
can kind of walk us through what you were thinking there. Maybe saving a club in the 
process was lucky? 
 
K.J. CHOI:  Yeah, I looking for left side of the bunkers, so a cut shot. Wind blowing left to 
right so my caddie say okay, the more left side the better today because outside is a little, 
you know, right side and the rough is a little thicker. I look at the left side of the tree in the 
high cut, so a little bit energy lose or something like that, a little pulling. So wonderful swing, 
everything no touching in the trees and just gap is one foot in between tree and my ball 
directions. It scared me sometimes, 6-iron and 165 yards and runout and 6-iron. Fantastic 
two foot, great, great this week. 
 


